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We consider in this paper discounted-reward, denumerable state space, semi- 
Markov decision processes which depend on unknown parameters. The problems 
we are interested in are: Given that the true parameter value is unknown, (I) give an 
iterative scheme to determine the total maximal discounted reward, and (II) find an 
asymptotically discount optimal (adaptive) policy. Our solutions are inspired by 
the nonstationary value iteration (NVI) scheme of Federgruen and Schweitzer (J. 
Optim. Theory Appl. 34 (1981), 207-241) combined with the ideas of Schal 
(Preprint No. 428, Inst. Angew. Math. Univ. Bonn, 1981) concerning the “principle 
of estimation and control” for the adaptive control of semi-Markov processes. 
0 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned in this paper with questions related to the control of 
discounted reward, denumerable state space, semi-Markov decision 
processes (SMDPs) which depend on unknown parameters. Explicitly, we 
consider two problems: Given that the true parameter value is unknown, 
(I) give an iterative scheme to determine the total maximal discounted 
reward, and (II) find an asymptotically discount optimal (cf. Definition 1) 
adaptive policy. Our solution to (I) is inspired by the nonstationary ualue- 
iteration (NVI) scheme of Federgruen and Schweitzer [2], and the solution 
to problem (II) combines the NV1 scheme with ideas of Schal [ 163 concer- 
ning the “principle of estimation and control” for the adaptive control of 
SMDPs. To describe the contents of the paper in a precise form, we shall 
introduce first the decision models to be considered. 
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The Decision Model 
The general setting is that of the usual SMDP (S, A, G, p, r, /I); see, e.g., 
[7, 8, 12, 14, 16, 171. S and A denote the state space and the action (or 
control) space, respectively. We shall assume that S is denumerable and A 
is a metric space endowed with the a-algebra of Bore1 sets; cf. 
Assumptions 1 in Section 2. G is the distribution of the transition time, p is 
the law of motion, r is the reward, and /? > 0 is the discount rate. For each 
x E S, let A(x) c A denote the set of admissible actions in state x, and let 
K := {(x, a): XE S, u E A(x)}. Thus if the system is in state x and action 
a E A(x) is chosen, then a reward r(x, a) is immediately received, and the 
next state is chosen according to the transition probabilities p.Ju), which 
sometimes we write as p,(u) E p(x, a, y); furthermore, conditioned on the 
next state being y, the time, say r, until the transition into that state occurs 
has probability distribution G(. 1 x, a, y). Therefore, the time until the next 
decision epoch and the state of the process at the next decision epoch are 
random with joint probability distribution 
~(~,ylx,~)=p(x,~,y)G(~lx,~,y), (x, a) E K, y E S, t 3 0. 
We shall denote by 0= to< t, < ..., the subsequent decision epochs, so 
that T,=t,-t+,, n = 1, 2,..., are the interdecision (or transition) times. If, 
for all n, the 5, are exponentially distributed (resp. T, = 1) and G(. ( x, a, y) 
does not depend on y, we then have a continuous-time (resp. discrete-time) 
Markov decision process (MDP). For n = 0, l,..., let X, and A, denote the 
state and the action at the n-th decision epoch. Then a policy is defined as a 
sequence D = (D, , n = 0, l,...) of measurable functions (possible ran- 
domized [7,8, 16, 171) such that, for each n, D, specifies which action to 
choose at the n-th decision epoch given the current state X, and the 
sequence X0, Ao,..., X,_ , , A,-, of previous states and actions. If the D, are 
independent of the history of the system except for the present state, the 
policy D is said to be memoryless. A memoryless policy that, regardless of 
time, always chooses the same action, say f(x), whenever the system is in 
state x, is called stationary, and often we refer to D = (f; f,...) simply as the 
stationary policy J 
For any policy D and any x E S, let 
V(D)(x) = ‘f E,D e ~ @‘v-(X,, A,) (1) 
II=0 
be the expected total discounted reward when policy D is employed and 
the initial state is x, and let 
u*(x) = sup V-(D)(x), x E s. (2) 
D 
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Under Assumptions 1 (Sect. 2), V(D) and u* are well-defined bounded 
functions on S; see Lemma l(a). 
The Model with Unknown Parameters 
In this paper, we are concerned with SMDPs where G = G(8), p = p(B) 
and r = r(0) depend on an unknown parameter 8. No a priori information 
about 9 is given, except that it belongs to a parameter set 0, which is 
assumed to be a metric space. Thus, for each 0~ 0, we have a SMDP 
(S, A, G(e), p(B), r(e), b), and instead of V(D) and u* we now define 
functions V(D, 0) and u*(e), which are the same as in (1) and (2) except 
that E,” and r(x, a) are substituted by E:@ and r(x, a, e), respectively, and 
the distribution of the transition times is now G(8) instead of G. 
DEFINITION 1. Let 6’ E 0 be the true parameter value. (a) A policy D is 
discount optimal if V(D, B)(x) = v*(e)(x) for all XE S. (b) A policy D is 
asymptotically discount optimal if, as N + cc, 
v,(D, e)(x) - E:,%*(e)(x,) -+ 0 for all x E S, 
where 
V,,,(D, e)(x) = f E’j~“e-B’Nv(X,,, A,, 0) 
Pl=N 
(3) 
is the expected total reward from stage N onwards discounted at stage N, 
and t,,, :=tn-tm=7,+, + ... +z, for O<m<n- 1; t,,,=O for m>n. 
As noted by Schll [16], every discount optimal policy is asymptotically 
discount optimal, since, by Bellman’s principle of optimality in [7, p. 1091, 
V(D, e)(x) = u*(e)(x) implies V,W(D, 0)(x) = EF%*(e)(X,) for all N. Thus 
when 8 is a fixed known parameter, the need to consider asymptotically 
discount optimal policies does not arise; it suffices to consider discount 
optimal policies. Furthermore, u*(e) can be computed by the well known 
method of value-iteration or successive approximations [ 1, 2, 7, 14, IS]. 
Problems (I) and (II) 
Given that the true parameter, say 13* E 0, is assumed to be constant but 
unknown, find (I) an iterative procedure to determine v*(@*), and (II) an 
asymptotically discount optimal (adaptive) policy 6. 
Outline of Solutions 
Under appropriate assumptions, it is shown in Section 3 (Theorem 2) 
that the determination of u*(B*) (Problem (I)) is a direct application of the 
NV1 scheme of Federgruen and Schweitzer [2]. However, the result in [2, 
Theorem 3.1(a)] is for discrete-time Markou decision processes with finite 
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state and action spaces, and therefore, our first step will be (in Sect. 2) to 
extend the NV1 scheme to the more general SMDPs described above. 
A solution to Problem II is given in Theorem 3. Our approach combines 
the NV1 scheme of Sect. 2 with results of Schll [ 161 concerning the “prin- 
ciple of estimation and control,” which is briefly discussed in Section 4 
together with related results on the adaptive control of Markov and semi- 
Markov decision processes. 
These solutions to Problems 1 and II extend similar results obtained in 
[6] for the case of discrete-time MDPs with a finite state space. 
2. NONSTATIONARY VALUE-ITERATION (NVI) 
In this section we consider a fixed model with known parameters 8, 
which will be dropped from the notation. Thus we have a SMDP 
(S, A, G, p, r, /I) for which the following assumptions hold. 
Assumptions 1 
(a) The state space S is a countable set; A is a metric space and, for 
all x E S, A(x) is compact. 
(b) For all X, YES, the functions a + r(x, a), a + p,,(a) and 
a + ~!~(a) are continuous on A(x), where 
- P’H(& y I x, a) = Pry (0) KG 4 Yh 
and 
s 
m P(x, 4Y)’ eeP’G(dt Ix, a, y) 
0 
is the expected discount factor [14, 171. (For a discrete-time MDP, 
Kx, 4 Y) = e -s is constant.) Sometimes we shall write p&(u) = p”(x, a, y). 
(c) There is a constant M such that jr(x, a)1 <M for all (x, a) E K. 
(d) There is a positive number p < 1 such that 
SUP 2 P!y(4 d P. 
(x.u) cK ,’ 
Two well-known sufficient conditions for assumption l(d) are that 
[12, 14,171 
sup m 4 Y) < 1, 
(x,a)tK,.vtS 
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or there exist 6 > 0, E > 0, such that 
CP~~(~)G(~IX,~,Y)~~-& for all (x, a) E K. 
The latter means that for all (x, a) E K there is a probability of at least E 
that the transition time will be greater than 6. 
The most restrictive of Assumptions 1 above is the boundedness 
requirement l(c). It can be weakened as in [12, 161, but at the expense of 
considerable complicating the exposition; the reader is referred to [ 163 for 
a more general situation. 
For each (x, a) E K, let us define 
qqx, a) = r(x, a) + c P&W u*(Y) - u*(x), (4) 
and for any v: S -+ R, define 
Q4x)= SUP jr(x,u)+ZpL(a)a(y)i, XGS. 
LIE A(x) Y 
Then as a consequence of the set of Assumptions l(a)-(d) we obtain the 
following. 
LEMMA 1. (a) V(D) and v* are boundedfunctions on S, for any policy 
D. 
(b) I$ is bounded on K. 
(c) Qu* = u*, or equivalently, supa a(xj f$(x, a) = 0, x E S. 
(d) A stationary policy f is discount optimal if and only if 
$4(x, f(x)) = 0 for all x E s. 
Parts (c) and (d) of Lemma 1 are the well-known optimality equation 
and optimality criterion, respectively; see, for instance, [7, 12, 14, 16, 171. 
Consider now a sequence of SMDPs (S, A, G,, p,,, r,, /?), n = 0, l,..., 
each of which satisfies Assumptions 1, and such that they “converge” to 
(S, A, G, p, r, fi) in the following sense: 
Assumptions 2 
(a) v(n) := SUP(~,~)~~ IrAx, a) - 44 all -+ 0, 
(b) h@(n) := sup (X,U))K c, I P!xX, 4 y) - p% 4 y)l -+ 0. 
Sufficient conditions for assumption 2(b) are that 
n(n) := sup C IpJx, 4 y) - Ax, 4 y)l + 0 
(.w)EK y 
409. II?'?-9 
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and G,,(. (x, a, y) + G(. (x, a, v) in the sense of weak convergence of 
probability measures, for all (x, a) E K, y E S. 
Finally, consider the iterative scheme (cf. [2, p. 2151) 
un+ I(X) = Q(n) u,(x), x E s, n = 0, l)...) (5) 
where 
Then the same argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.1(a) in [2] yields 
the following. 
THEOREM 1. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, suprts Iv,(x) - v*(x)1 -+ 0. 
Several interesting applications of the NV1 scheme (5), (6), and 
Theorem 1 are mentioned by Federgruen and Schweitzer [2, Sect. 1). Here 
we will use it to solve Problems I and II on the adpative control of 
SMDPs. 
3. THE SOLUTION TO PROBLEMS I, II 
Let us go back to the SMDPs (S, A, G(B), p(B), r(O), b), 0~ 0, where 0 
is a metric space. For each 8, we assume throughout the following that the 
corresponding SMDP satisfies the analogue of Assumptions 1. Explicitly, 
we now have 
Assumptions 1’ 
(a) Same as l(a). 
(b) The functions (4 0) + 4x, 4 0 (a, 4 + P~~(u, 0) and 
(a, 0) -+ ~$(a, 0) are continuous on A(x) x 8, uniformly in x, y E S. 
(c) I+, U, e)j <<M for all (x, U) EK, eE 0. 
Cd) SUP(x,a)EK,0t8Cy P!.&? way P< 1. 
For each 8, let V(D, 0) and u*(e) be the corresponding functions defined 
in (1 ), (2), and note that, under Assumptions l’, the conclusions of 
Lemma 1 hold for the &SMDP. 
PROBLEM I. Suppose that the true parameter value, 0 say, is unknown 
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and we want to compute v*(6). For any sequence (e,, n =O, l,...) in 0, let 
us define functions ~~(0,): S + R! by 
%(&d(x)= sup 4? a, &I), 
as a(x) 
x E s, (7) 
v,+ ,te,+ L)(X) = Q,v,(eJxL (8) 
where 
Qnv(x)= SUP Y(X,a,e,+,)+Cp~~(a,8,+,)v(y) (9) 
OE A(x) I’ 
THEOREM 2. Under Assumptions 1’) if (0,) is a sequence in 0 such that 
8,-e, then supxES b,vux) - v*uw)l 4. 
ProoJ The idea, of course, is to use Theorem 1, for which we write the 
SMDP (S, A, G(eA ~(0,)~ r(k), P) as (X A, G,, P,,, r,,, D), where 
r,(x, 4 := 4.7 a, en), G,(. I x, a, Y) := (7. I x, a, Y, en), 
pn(x, a, y) := P(X, a, y, 0,) = pXY(a, e,), 
~!(x, a, y) = PTX, a, y, 0,) = ~!~(a, 0, 
and the operator Q, in (8), (9) now becomes the Q(n) in (5), (6). Now to 
verify Assumptions 2 as 8, -+ 8, first, we note that q(n) can be written as an 
“iterated” supremum (see, e.g., Lemma 3.2 in [7]), 
vlW=sup sup IQ, 4 e,)-r(x, 4 011. 
*ESaeA(x) 
Finally, since A(x) is compact (and therefore, a -+ r(x, a, 0) is uniformly 
continuous), it follows from Assumption l’(b) that q(n) -+ 0 as n -+ co. The 
proof that Assumption 2(b) holds is similar, since by Assumptions l’(b) 
and (d), (a, 0) -+ C, ~&,(a, 0) is continuous on A(x) x 0 uniformly in x E S; 
see, for instance, [16, Lemma 3.41. Thus Assumptions 2 hold and the result 
follows from Theorem 1. 
PROBLEM II (The NV1 adaptive policy). Before determining an 
asymptotically discount optimal (adaptive) policy when the true parameter 
value is unknown, let us introduce the following concept (cf. [9]). 
DEFINITION 2. A sequence d, = d,JX,,, A0 ,..., X,- 1, A,- 1, X,) of O- 
valued measurable functions is said to be a sequence of uniformly-strongly 
consistent (USC) estimators of e E 0 if, as n + co, t?, -+ e P2e-almost surely 
for all x E S and all policy D. 
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Examples of USC estimators are well known in the literature on adap- 
tive control of Markov and semi-Markov decision processes [3,9, 11, 131. 
They have been obtained for quite general parameter spaces 0 using 
maximum likelihood or minimum contrast estimation, although in some 
special situations-for instance, in the adaptive control of queueing systems 
[4, 5, 10, 16]-very often is possible to get USC estimators in some 
elementary way, like (e.g.) moment estimation. 
Now, let (0,) be any sequence in 0 and define a sequence of functionsf,,: 
SxO+A by 
.fo(x, 0) = arg max T(X, a, 0) 
usA 
and for n = 1, 2,..., 
f&A=a~w-y i r(x,a,e)+C~$(a,e)u,~,(e,-,)(y) 1 (11) Y 
We shall assume that a rule has been given to choose f,,(x, 0) when the 
value of a E A(x) which maximizes the right side of (lo), (11) is not unique 
and that such a choice satisfies that, for each n, 8 +fJx, 0) is measurable 
on 0, for x E S (see, e.g., the measurable selection theorems in [3] or [ 15, 
Theorem 12.11). Note that, from (7t(9) and (lo), (ll), 
~,(em = 4x, fnk en), 0,) + c ~t,(f,(x, en), 0 u,- de,- JY). (12) 
DEFINITION 3. Let (0,) be a sequence of USC estimators of 8, and let fn 
be the functions in (lo), (11). The policy L? = (6,) defined by 
&(X,, A,,,..., x,-,,A,~,,X,)=f,(X,,8,), n = 0, l,..., 
is called an NV1 adaptive policy. 
Finally, a solution to Problem II is as follows. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that for any 0 E 0 there exists a sequence of USC 
estimators, and that Assumptions 1’ hold. Then the NV1 adaptive policy ri is 
asymptotically discount optimal. 
The proof is along the same lines that in Schal [ 16, Sect. 51. First, in 
analogy to (4), let us define, for (x, a) E K and 8 E 0, 
4(x, a, 0) = +, 4 4 +c ~:~(a, e) v*(Y, 0) - v*(x, 01, (13) 
where we have written v*(e)(x) = v*(x, e), and note that 
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=E$e[e-p’Nv(Xn, A , O)+e-P’N,n+lu*(Xn+l, 0) 
-e -fl~,v.nu*(xn, 0) 1 x,, Ak, 0 6 k <n]. 
From here and expression (3) for V,(D, O), we get 
f 
E,D,* e-@%j(X,, A,,, 13) = V,(D, 0)(x) - E,D,%*(X,, 0). 
ll=N 
Thus, from Definition 1, we conclude the following. 
LEMMA 2 [ 161. Suppose that 0 is the true parameter value. Then a 
policy D is asymptotically discount optimal if and only if 
f E,D,ee~s’N.n~(X,,A,,8)-t0 as N+CC (14) 
n=N 
for all x E S. 
Consequently to prove Theorem 3 it suffices to verify (14) for the NV1 
adaptive policy 6. To do this, let (0,) be any sequence in 0 such that 
8, -+ 8. Then, writing 11,(0,)(x) = u,(x, O,), it follows from (12), (13) that 
dk fn(-% en)> 0) 
= Ok Sn(x, e?J, 0) - u,(x, 0,) + u,(x, 0,) 
= Cr(4 f&, e,), 0) - 44 fn(x, Q,), ~,)I 
+c CP!zv(fn(4 O,), 0) u*(Y? d)- PC.“(f,(X, O,), 0,) u,- I(Y, OH- 111 
+ [fJ,(x, 0,) - u*cx, @I. 
From this expression it is clear that, under the assumptions of 
Theorem 3, 
Id(x9 .fn(x, e,), e)l + 0 as n-+co 
for all x E S, and any sequence 0, -+ 8. Thus for any sequence (0,) of USC 
estimators of 6, 
Id(X,, f,(X,, d,), @I + 0, p?*- a.s. 
Finally, by the dominated convergence theorem (since 4 is bounded), we 
see that, for all XE S, 
E,b~*Wn, A,, 0) -+ 0 as n+oO, 
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from which (14) is immediately concluded for D = B. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 3. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The control of Markov and semi-Markov processes with unknown 
parameters has received a great deal of attention in the recent literature 
[3-6, 8-11, 13, 16, 171. Most of these works, however, have been concen- 
trated on what Schll [ 161 calls the “principle of estimation and control,” 
and which is also found in the stochastic ontrol theory literature under the 
names of “certainty equivalence controller” or “naive feedback controller 
(NFC)” [l], or as Mandl [13] called it: “the method of substituting the 
estimates into optimal stationary controls”. This NFC adaptive policy is 
constructed as follows. 
(i) For each 6’ E 0, determine a discount optimal stationary policy 
g(x, t?), x E S (cf. Lemma l(d)). 
(ii) Find a sequence (6,) of USC estimators of 6, the true parameter 
value. 
(iii) Define a policy D'=(DL) as D~(X,,A,,...,A,~,,X,)= 
g(X,, e,), n=o, l)... . We call D' a NFC adaptive policy. 
The main disadvantage of D' with respect o our NV1 adaptive policy 6 
(Definition 3) is in step (i): D' requires knowledge and storage of the 
optimal policies g(*, 0) for all values of 8, which may require considerable 
off-line computation and considerable storage. 
It should also be noted that all of the papers cited above consider 
decision processes with average reward criterion; the only exception 
(together with our paper [6]) is Schll’s paper [ 161 which was first 
application of the NFC policy to the discounted problem. 
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